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MIRROR SYMMETRY IN CALABI�YAUCOMPACTIFICATIONS WITH BACKGROUND FLUXJan LouisFahbereih Physik, Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-WittenbergFriedemann-Bah-Platz 6, D-06099 Halle, Germany(Reeived June 3, 2002)Dediated to Stefan Pokorski on his 60th birthdayWe disuss Calabi�Yau ompati�ations with bakground �uxes atthe level of the low energy e�etive ation. For the �uxes in the RR-setormirror symmetry is manifest at the level of the e�etive ation while for the�uxes in the NS-setor the ompati�ation manifold has to be deformed.PACS numbers: 04.50.+h, 11.25.Mj, 11.25.Sq1. IntrodutionThe standard ompati�ations of string theory onsider a spae-timebakground of the form M10 =M4 
 Y6 ; (1)where M4 is a non-ompat manifold of Minkowskian signature while Y6 isa ompat manifold with Eulidean signature. The struture and propertiesof Y6 determine the amount of unbroken supersymmetry of the theory.The interations of the light modes (L) of the string exitations are ap-tured by a low energy e�etive Lagrangian Le�(L). This Lagrangian an beomputed in various ways, for example via a Kaluza�Klein (KK) redutionof the ten-dimensional Lagrangian. This proedure produes a Lagrangianin d = 4 spae-time dimensions whih generially is a supergravity oupledto vetor and matter multiplets.Reently there has been some interest in studying �generalized� ompat-i�ations (see, for example, [1�3℄) where a non-trivial bakground �ux on Y6is turned on ZIp Fp = eI = onst. (2)(2501)



2502 J. LouisFp is the �eld strength of a (p�1) form Ap�1 but one allows for the possibilitythat Fp also an depend on a harmoni p-form on Y6Fp = dAp�1 + eI!I ; (3)where !I is some harmoni p-form. Note that the Bianhi identity and theequation of motions dFp = 0 = dyFp (4)still hold as long as the eI are onstant and the !I are harmoni. Integratingover an appropriate p-yle Ip on Y6 then produes (2).The �ux parameters eI are quantized in string theory but an be on-sidered as ontinuous parameters in supergravity. Thus one an treat theeI as small perturbations suh that the light spetrum of the ompati�-ation does not hange. It has been argued [2, 3℄ that this proedure is aonsistent KK-redution and that supersymmetry is spontaneously brokenby the presene of the �ux parameters eI . The resulting low energy e�etiveLagrangian thus is a gauged or massive supergravity with the eI appearingas gauge or mass parameters.The motivation to study these generalized ompati�ations is derivedfrom the fat that the �ux parameters indue a non-trivial potential for thestring theoreti moduli �elds and hene lift the vauum degeneray. Further-more, supersymmetry is generially broken whih is another phenomenolog-ial attration. In the talk we fous, however, on two di�erent aspets ofthese ompati�ations. First of all, we unover new aspets of N = 2 su-pergravity in d = 4 whih were not fully appreiated previously. Seondly,we disuss the fate of the perturbatively established mirror symmetry in thepresene of non-vanishing �uxes. The talk is based on [4, 5℄ where also amore omplete list of referenes an be found.2. RR-�uxLet us start by realling the light spetrum of type II string theories.Both type IIA and type IIB feature in the NS-setor the metri gMN , atwo-form B2 and the dilaton �. In the RR-setor type IIA has a one-formC1 and a three-form C3 while type IIB has a seond salar l, a seond two-form C2 and a four-form C4 with a self-dual �eld strength F �5 = dC4. Forthe other �eld strengths we use the notationH3 = dB2 ; F2 = dC1 ; F4 = dC3 : (5)Furthermore, the type IIA theory has a one-parameter family of deforma-tions, alled massive type IIA theories where the two-form B2 beomes mas-sive with the mass parameter denoted by m0 [6℄.



Mirror Symmetry in Calabi�Yau Compati�ations with Bakground Flux 2503In order to study, Calabi�Yau ompati�ations of these theories letus brie�y reall some fats about Calabi�Yau threefolds Y . The Einsteinequations require the ompat manifold Y to be Rii-�atRMN = 0 ; (6)while the amount of unbroken supersymmetry onstrains the holonomy groupof Y . The minimal amount of supersymmetry is obtained for holonomySU(3) and indeed Calabi�Yau threefolds are Rii-�at Kähler manifolds ofSU(3) holonomy. This in turn implies the existene of a single ovariantlyonstant spinor and a unique holomorphi three-form 
 .The light spetrum after ompati�ation is determined by the zeromodes whih are elements of the de-Rahm ohomology H(p;q)(Y ) of Y . Thedimensions of the ohomology group H(p;q)(Y ) are the Hodge numbers h(p;q)and for Calabi�Yau threefolds the only non-trivial ones areh(0;0) = h(3;0) = h(0;3) = h(3;3) = 1 ;h(1;1) = h(2;2) ; h(1;2) = h(2;1) ; (7)with all others vanishing.Mirror symmetry states that type IIA ompati�ed on Y is quantumequivalent to type IIB ompati�ed on the mirror manifold ~Y . ~Y has inter-hanged Hodge numbers, i.e.h(1;1)( ~Y ) = h(1;2)(Y ) ; h(1;2)( ~Y ) = h(1;1)(Y ) : (8)After these preliminaries let us �rst display the possible �uxes. For typeIIA theories one has in the RR-setorF2 = h(1;1)Xi=1 mi!i2 ; F4 = h(1;1)Xi=1 ei!i4 ; (9)where !i2 is a basis of H(1;1) while !i4 is a basis of H(2;2). In addition thereare the two extra parameters m0 and e0, where e0 is the dual of F4 ����.So altogether there are 2(h(1;1) + 1) �ux parameters (e0; ei;m0;mi) in theRR-setor of massive type IIA. In the NS-setor one hasH3 = h(1;2)XI=0 qI�I + pI�I ; (10)where (�I ; �I) form a basis of H3(Y ). Thus we have 2(h(1;2) + 1) �uxparameters (qI ; pI) in the NS-setor.



2504 J. LouisFor type IIB one �ndsF3 = h(1;2)XI=0 ~eI�I + ~mI�I ; (11)in the RR-setor and H3 = h(1;2)XI=0 ~qI�I + ~pI�I ; (12)in the NS-setor. Thus there are 2(h(1;2)+1) �ux parameters (~eI ; ~mI) in theRR-setor and 2(h(1;2) + 1) �ux parameters (~qI ; ~pI) in the NS-setor.Just from ounting parameters it is already obvious that mirror symme-try an hold in the RR-setor but not obviously in the NS-setor. This ison�rmed by an expliit Kaluza�Klein redution of the respetive e�etiveations [4℄. In both ases one �nds an N = 2 low energy supergravity ind = 4 featuring a gravitational multiplet oupled to h(1;1) vetor multiplets,h(1;2) hypermultiplets and one tensor multiplet. For only RR-�uxes mirrorsymmetry is manifestly established at the level of the e�etive ation in thatLIIAe� (Y; eI ;mI) � LIIBe� ( ~Y ; ~eI ; ~mI) (13)with the �uxes identi�ed, i.e. eI = ~eI ;mI = ~mI .For mI = 0 one �nds a standard N = 2 gauged supergravity with apotential for the moduli salars of the vetor multiplets. For mI 6= 0 a non-standard supergravity is found where the two-form B2 beomes massive. Fora more detailed disussion and a derivation of the e�etive ation we referthe reader to [4℄. 3. NS-�uxLet us instead now turn to a disussion of the `missing' 2(h(1;1) + 1)NS-�uxes. Sine they have to arise in the NS-setor they an only omefrom the metri/dilaton �elds. Thus one has to onsider generalized om-pati�ations where apart from non-trivial bakground �uxes also a di�erentompati�ation manifold Ŷ6 is hosen, i.e.M10 =M4 
 Ŷ6 : (14)Ŷ6 an be viewed as a deformation of the original Calabi�Yau manifold Y [7℄.The deformation has to be suh that it does not hange the light spetrumand the amount of supersymmetry. The KK redution of type IIA string



Mirror Symmetry in Calabi�Yau Compati�ations with Bakground Flux 2505theory on suh manifolds is urrently in progress [5℄ but it seems that on Ŷ6the holomorphi three-form 
 is no longer losed but instead satis�esd
 � ei!i4 : (15)This in turn implies that the omplex struture J is no longer integrable inthat its Nijenhuis tensor N is non-zero. Similarly the Kähler form K easesto be losed and instead obeys dK � 
 : (16)The details of suh ompati�ation are still under investigation but ourpreliminary results do indiate that by hoosing a di�erent ompati�ationmanifold Ŷ6 it is possible to obtain a type IIA low energy e�etive Lagrangianwhih is mirror symmetri to type IIB ompati�ed on the mirror of theoriginal Calabi�Yau manifold Y with non-trivial NS-�uxes turned on [5℄.It is a great honor to ontribute to this speial volume dediated toStefan Pokorski on the oasion of his 60th birthday. I wish him all thebest for the oming years. Stefan has always worked at the forefront ofthe urrent researh but I also admire him for suessfully eduating manyyoung students and guiding them to the relevant questions of High EnergyPhysis. I do hope that Stefan will ontinue to play an ative role in bothrespets for many more years.It is a pleasure to thank the organizer of this onferene for a fruitfuland pleasant meeting and S. Gurrieri, A. Miu and D. Waldram for a veryenjoyable ollaboration. REFERENCES[1℄ J. Sherk, J.H. Shwarz, Nul. Phys. B153, 61 (1979).[2℄ E. Bergshoe�, M. de Roo, M.B. Green, G. Papadopoulos, P.K. Townsend,Nul. Phys. B470, 113 (1996).[3℄ I.V. Lavrinenko, H. Lu, C.N. Pope, Nul. Phys. B492, 278 (1997).[4℄ J. Louis, A. Miu, hep-th/0202168, to appear in Nul. Phys. B.[5℄ S. Gurrieri, J. Louis, A. Miu, D. Waldram, in preparation.[6℄ L.J. Romans, Phys. Lett. B169, 374 (1986).[7℄ C. Vafa, J. Math. Phys. 42, 2798 (2001).


